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Port:woril 

The aim of this book is to introduce the statistics needed 
.n current A Lnel Economics courses. unlike most such 
:exes it raises the issues in an economic context so that the 
•rn portance of the statistics for the economist can be seen 
more easily. Four major areas of economics, that are 
1..ommon to all courses, have been chosen to introduce the 
,catistical ideas. :\II the data used arc from the latest 
readily aYailable sources so that true emphasis can be 
z1, en to the economic implications of the statistical 
Jnalysis. In all cases full details of sources are gi\'en so that 
:eachers or students can readily update the data each) ear. 
The sources used are all easily accessible ei ther within 
... chool and college libraries or local town libraries. They 
Jre not, of course, the only contexts in which statistical 
•Jeas arise and are useful; the aim is that the student 
~ould not only sec how they are used in one context but 
-"l o be able to use them in similar contexts. 

The text can be used in many ,,:ays. It can be used 
dtrectly within the economics course when the particular 
~~pies (consumer behaYiour, population, national income 
.md expenditure, unemployment) are being studied. In 
:hi case it includes all the statistical knowledge required 
Jnd also introduces many of the ideas of economics -
hough the reacher will want to supplement this with the 

.., on-statistical aspects of these topics. An alternati,·e use 
I.S "ith students doing A Jeyel or AS b ·el courses in 
'atistics when each chapter can be taken as a case study 
, the application of particular statistical techniques in 

d:Onomics. In this case the student sees that any success
-ul applied statistician needs to know something about the 
-:.eld of application in drawing sensible conclusions and 
earns to do this in the economics context. 

Through using this text we hope that students will see 
Lh.lt a proper use of statistics can gi,·e a greater insight into 
;e nature of economics and that the student will become 

:i netter economist. 
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P hotocopiable pages 
Since it is clearly more importam that students should 
spend more time on interpreting the statistics, and work
ing out the economic implications, they should mainly be 
carrying out statistical calculations and drawing statistical 
graphs in order to obtain insight into the nature of these 
processes. To stop time being spent unnecessarily on the 
mechanics of drawing axes, deciding on suitable scales 
etc., certain items (mainly half-completed graphs and 
tables) arc reproduced in photocopiablc frirm at the back 
of the book. Copies of these pages (55 to 64-) ma) be made 
for use by students within institutions using this book. 
Photocopiablc items are denoted by the S) m bol ® . 
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